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Abstract
Our “algebraic data” merely are the elements of a free algebra and universal matrices (certain
families of them able to model objects of a combinatorial interest). Their “analytic features”
are the features one can de-ne and study by exploiting an analytic monoid associated with the
algebra and among them we consider the “inner” ones, that related with certain subalgebras.
Vector space examples of such features are the occurrences of zeroes at certain components of
a vector and, in case of a matrix, the notions of sparseness and architecture.
Though universal (free) algebras do not have vectors (nor components, nor zeroes), we show
that this kind of features together with the e4ciency of computing them is universal and has
many desired properties, we know from vector spaces. Further features concern diagonality,
scalars, 6ocks and the structure of the universal frame of reference. ? 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Preliminaries
0.0 Introduction. When one has to program a computation involving nonnumerical
objects, some problems, that in the numerical case are trivial, can become tricky.
Consider the notion of “null components in an element of a free algebra”. One routinely
uses it in vector spaces, since real-world matrices are sparse, for example when one
says that a matrix has a certain architecture. One does not do in a free (universal)
algebra, likely for two reasons.
The former is the still narrow spread of the universal notions involved in it. In
spite of the century elapsed since Whitehead envisaged his idea of universality in a
book [23] that actually was about Linear Algebra, the universal de-nition and valid
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characterizations (recalled in 0.3) of a matrix are fairly recent [3,19]. The latter is that
the only Universal Algebra notion relevant to the “null components in” is the indirect
one of “staying in a certain subalgebra”: given an actual element a and the generator
corresponding to a “component”, one should generate all the elements from the other
generators to check whether a has occurred or not.
Yet, the “null components in” are relevant to discrete objects also outside vector
spaces, as some examples in 2.6 and 2.7 will hint. This brings about three preliminary
problems.
• To provide an element of any free algebra with a direct de-nition of “having
certain null components”. De-nition 1:3 will do it.
• To check that it still leads us to the above subalgebra notion from Universal Alge-
bra. Theorem 1:8 will check it, up to a minor rewording due to our presentations
of (sub)algebras.
• To get an easily computable procedure for deciding whether a given element has a
given null component or not. Theorem 2:5 will show a decision procedure, while
2.6 will remark that its computation load is comparable to the one in general
vector spaces.
One might wonder why Universal Algebra did not solve such elementary problems
of an immediate computational interest. Perhaps, this was related with the lack of a
speci-c tool for them, together with a “foundation” problem mentioned in 0.6. Let us
see the tool we are going to use.
0.1 Analytic monoids. The solutions of the above problems and of the ones in 0.5 come
from an analytic treatment; namely they exploit the notion of an analytic monoid. This
notion; recalled in 1:0; is loosely similar to the one of an abstract monoid: three axioms
characterize a binary operation and a constant.
Analytic monoids characterize the monoids of (universal square) matrices of free
algebras [18], that we are going to recall in 0.3 and 0.4. Hence, they allow one to
formally disregard the speci-c algebra of an element or of a universal matrix. One
might well use any analytic monoid while thinking of it as the familiar monoid of the
(square) matrices of a vector space.
In a vector space, the analytic treatment (Linear Algebra) merely is a convenient
choice. Outside vector spaces, on the contrary, it could even become mandatory, as we
will recall in 0.4. In fact, sometimes universal matrices rise serendipitously without a
prior knowledge of the algebra involved.
As outlined in 2.1 of [19] and detailed in [20] and 1.7 of [21], analytic monoids
show some algebraically unusual features, that we summarize here. Though analytic
monoids are able to identify a class of algebras equivalent (up to isomorphisms) to the
one of abstract monoids, they are not monoids. They are “monoids intertwined with a
dimension”. A further minor result in Lemma 2:1 will clarify this intertwinement.
One might well structure an abstract monoid by dimensions. Yet, while the above
equivalence in terms of algebras holds, the equivalence in terms of monoids intertwined
with dimensions does not: there are monoids that cannot be intertwined with their
dimension, see 1.7 in [21]. This, together with other reasons in 1.4 of [20], leads one
to consider abstract monoids just as the one-dimensional case of the analytic ones.
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One has not to pay anything for these gains in power and elementariness. When one
compares abstract and analytic monoids by the computational burdens of their axiom
triplets, one -nds that abstract monoids never are lighter than the analytic ones. Also,
though such cheap analytic axioms (in 1:0) are not equational, they determine every
equational variety, since the only relevant algebras in it are the free ones (characterized
by their monoids of matrices, hence by analytic monoids).
Of course, analytic monoids are not entirely new. The very construction, that char-
acterizes them in terms of monoids of matrices, also proves their equivalence with
a generalization of Menger’s superassociative systems with selectors. Hence, an ana-
lytic treatment is equivalent to a Menger treatment. We are not going to exploit this
equivalence fully. (We only introduce a Menger system as a shorthand notation in 1:2,
without its axioms.) Yet, the generalization of the axioms of Menger in 2.2 of [19]
might serve to study further analytic features of algebraic data.
0.2 Notation. We give up any e4cient functional notation for the one of Calculus. In
spite of this choice of conventional notation; the foundation chosen here is the pure
set-theoretical one; not the conventional algebraic one; as motivated in 0.6. There; we
also explain why this paper will generally avoid the “harmless” synonym replacements
“function=family” and “domain=index” common in Universal Algebra; where for in-
stance the arguments for an operation form a “family”; not a function as we will say
here.
Yet, contrary to [15], we consider functional compositions as the corresponding
relational ones, see [21], namely f · g is the composition of g and f and (f · g)(x) =
f(g(x)). By BA we denote the set of all functions from A to B. Indexing will often
replace parentheses to denote functional application. As usual, we write f :A → B to
say that f is a function with arguments in the whole set A and values in B, f :A||→ B
to say that it also is one to one and f :A||→ B to say it is a bijection on B. By iX
we denote the identity function (self-map) on a set X . During the treatment we will
introduce a few specialized notations.
0.3 Universal Matrices. Contrary to some earlier attempts; e.g.; [2]; universal matrices
are not arrays with two indices and entries ai; j from some general algebra. Such a view
disregards the reason why usual matrices work in a vector space: matrices represent
endomorphisms. Even in a vector space; the two indices in ai; j are not relevant to
this representation: as we are going to remark; nothing prevents us to consider vectors
diPerent from the usual one-index arrays and—hence—matrices diPerent from such
ai; j.
On the contrary, the generalization of this representation will be the key for de-ning
universal matrices (as it likely was for the generalized ones of [3]) together with their
monoid, that one can characterize as an analytic one.
Let E ⊆ AA be the set of all endomorphisms of algebra  on A. Given a set X , let
b :X → A and consider the function rb :E → AX , de-ned by rb(h) = h · b, for h∈E.
If we got that
rb :E||→ AX ; (0)
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then we say that
• AX is the set of the (square universal) matrices of  with respect to b,
• b is a base of , while its values b(x) are reference elements,
• the rb-image ◦ :AX×AX → AX of functional composition on E ⊆ AA is its matrix
product (that clearly has b as unit) and that
• ◦ and b form the monoid of the matrices of  (with respect to b).
For a familiar example, take A as the set of the usual n-tuples of elements of a
-eld and consider any endomorphism of their vector space. If the reference elements
are the ones forming the Kronecker matrix, then their endomorphic images h(bx) are
the column vectors of the usual matrix identifying this endomorphism, and the above
product turns out to be the familiar one “rows times columns”, e.g. as in Section 2 of
Chapter IV of [10] (with square matrices).
One can well use such a representation of endomorphisms even for a vector space
with an arbitrary A and an arbitrary (-nite) base, e.g. as done in Section 3 ibid.
(square case), essentially by a sort of isomorphism between the two based spaces.
Yet, this is not the generalization in (0). (0) shows that even within the latter space
one can directly represent its endomorphisms. An engineer, considering a space of
waves—let us say—sounds with -nite harmonics, will not read the (columns of the)
matrices in (0), he will “hear” them (and might well want to use the converse of this
“isomorphism”).
Our universal de-nition of a base merely is a logical converse of this endomorphism
representation. It identi-es the function rb, a simple set-theoretical object, to state the
bijection in (0). On the contrary, the Universal Algebra de-nition of a base as a “free
generating family” ignores rb and considers the two unrelated properties of freedom
over itself and generability. Still, 6.2 and 6.7 of [16] show that the two de-nitions are
equivalent.
Perhaps, we should point out that the technical choice between our “bases as func-
tions” and the “bases as sets”, e.g. as in [4], does not matter. When one considers a set
X ⊆ A, instead of a function b :X → A, one still has both (0) and its equivalence to
the algebraic de-nition, provided only that one rede-nes rb, as the restriction function
rX such that rX (h) = h · iX , for h∈E.
In general, rb links (the endomorphism monoid of) algebra  and (a monoid of) its
matrices. Yet, often one deals with matrices independently of algebras and, in several
practical cases as we will recall in 0.4, one even ignores algebras altogether. The -rst
characterization in 1.7 of [19] (a monoid with carrier AX is the one of the matrices
of some  i3 it is analytic) always allows one to do so.
This characterization comes from the solution in 6.8 (D) of [16] of a preliminary
problem, the one of characterizing the concrete monoids of all endomorphisms of
free or “based” algebras. [3] and [21] contain a recall of this problem and references
for its long story. Yet, such a solution was quite trivial: a (sub)monoid of functional
composition on some E ⊆ AA is the one, on E, of all endomorphisms of some (based)
algebra  i3 there is a function b as in (0). Namely, such a solution merely was “drop
 from E in (0)”.
As the reader might now easily guess, even such a solution comes from the above
equivalence between our bases and the algebraic ones. Hence, the theory of universal
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matrices, the one of analytic monoids, their equivalence to Menger systems and the
solution of the latter concrete characterization problem merely come from replacing a
functional set-theoretical de-nition for an algebraic one.
0.4 Neglecting algebras. Let us consider how our possibly discrete objects appear to
the expected user. The above characterization for universal matrices allows one to
choose either an algebraic presentation or an analytic one. Hence; one has to examine
the past practical cases to guess which kind of presentation is more relevant to the ap-
plications and which is necessary anyway. Several such cases are listed in the following
reference table. Most details about them appear in 3 of [20]; others are referenced here.
Matrices Algebras Q Further details
Usual (matrices) Vector spaces —
D0L tables Word monoids I.1 of [22]; 3.9(c) of [16]
Words Unary word algebras below
Graphs Complete unions 1.3.5 of [14]; [21]
Partial functions Single constants I.2 Exercise 15 of [14]; 7.7 of [16]
Binary clocks Free Bool. Set algebras 3.2 of [16]
CPM-PERT networks Successor and join on 3.0 of [19]
partial schedules
(Usual) Here, everybody knows that -nite square matrices have -nite-dimensional
vector spaces as their algebras and one should expect to exploit this algebraic presen-
tation. Yet, everybody also knows that digital computations exploit Linear Algebra, a
restricted case of analytic presentation, as remarked in 0.3. Unfortunately, even Uni-
versal Algebra did: the very misunderstanding mentioned at the beginning of 0.3 (“to
be a matrix” is “to have two indices”) comes from focusing on this restricted pre-
sentation. Example 2:2 will recall another similar instance of how Algebra underplays
vector spaces.
(D0L tables) Presently in Formal Language Theory [22], one knows that word (cate-
nation) monoids are the “universal spaces”, where such systems, modelling cellular
growth live. At the onset of the theory of L systems in Biology [11], one merely cared
about their modelling ability, expressed by their analytic presentation.
(Words) The very word monoids, we have just considered in the roˆle of “universal
spaces”, present an earlier and even stronger case of neglect for their own “universal
space”, when one considers them analytically, i.e. in the roˆle of monoids of matrices.
In fact, one can easily de-ne an algebra, on the set A of the words on an alphabet I ,
that has the word monoid on A as a monoid of its matrices, up to a trivial isomorphism.
Take the function that provides each letter i∈ I with the unary operation on A
that pre-x (or su4x) i to any word. Clearly, these operations de-ne an algebra 
that satis-es (0), once one takes X = 1 and b :X → A as the singleton function
with the empty word ∅ as value. Furthermore, the monoid of matrices, image of the
endomorphism one, merely is the word monoid as above, up to the natural isomorphism
A  A1.
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One should consider this a well-known triviality: it is a minor generalization of the
fact that the monoid of addition on natural numbers is the one of the matrices of the
successor. Yet, Formal Language Theory interestingly fails to acknowledge it.
In fact, when dealing with regular languages, this theory introduces the notion of
an equivalence preserved under pre-xing (or su4xing), called “left (or right) invariant
relation” of the word monoid [8]. Later, [9] even called it a “congruence”, without
changing the algebra. Yet, it is immediate to see that such an ad hoc notion coincides
with the standard one of congruence, once one takes our unary algebra as the proper
“universal space”. Likely, this theory does want to ignore the latter algebra, even if
mathematically necessary.
(Graphs) and (partial functions) Simple directed graphs (relations) and the partial
functions in a set are mathematical subjects much older than the mentioned 25-year
old acknowledgements of their algebras.
(Binary clocks) Binary encoded clocks (autonomous sequential circuits) do appear
together with Boolean operations since the onset of Switching Theory. Yet, such op-
erations (on logical values) are not the ones (on subsets of states) that form the
above-mentioned algebra .
(CPM-PERT networks) Again, the founding paper [13] ignores any algebra .
The last six minor cases con-rm what the classical -rst case of usual matrices
could already hint: the applications always present us matrices analytically and of-
ten we “need” to keep this analytic view even by disregarding their algebra when
needed. For such kind of discrete objects, the useful notions might be analytic not
algebraic.
0.5 Further results. Our solutions to the problems in 0.0 require to introduce the
“Z-spaces”; a universal notion corresponding to the one of reference subspaces and
axes in a vector space. We will see in 2:3 that they form a complete Boolean lattice
under inclusion; in 1:4(c) that its zero is the set of algebraic constants; while in 1:4(a)
and (b); the unit is the whole algebra carrier; and in 2:1 that each axis contains
the corresponding reference element; namely; the base is a “diagonal” matrix.
This result also serves to introduce a wider example of diagonality, a notion uni-
versally de-ned in 2:0. After universalizing the notion of scalar (matrix) in 2:2, an-
other problem unanswered by Universal Algebra, we prove that scalars are diago-
nal. This shows how an analytic treatment can deal with simple architectural notions.
Scalars also introduce the notion of 6ock for all our discrete objects: one has not
to stay only in a vector space on a Galois -eld to interpolate them by a spanning
“hyperplane”.
0.6 Foundation. In order to formalize new notions; the following sections will try
to choose the simplest unambiguous set-theoretical objects de-ning them. Here; Set
Theory means what is contained in [15]; which very often diPers from a free use of
“intuitive” notions about sets. Such a use might seem harmless; when one disregards
the actual applications of a theoretical notion.
Yet, set-theoretical “details” are not details anymore, once one considers them from
the point of view of a computer implementation. Sometimes, for instance, Algebra
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disregards the natural map (often an isomorphism) in A2  A × A, or the one in
A1  A. On the contrary, computer programming cannot do: with a -nite A, a function
in A2 could be a double pointer to a table for A, whereas a pair in A× A could be a
two--elds record (without pointers). Conversely, when Algebra introduces the notation
{ai}i∈I or (ai | i∈ I) for a “family” a : I → A, it also hints at some “intuitive” distinction
between families and functions, that Set Theory can hardly detect.
Anyway, set-theoretical simplicity here is necessary even for mere theoretical pur-
poses. Its very lack delayed the solution of our starting elementary problems in 0.0.
Most of the delay was due to the replacement, recalled in 0.3, of the old notion of
base.
This replacement merely used an almost trivial functional transformation, the gener-
alized transposition C as in [7], to convert the function r−1b in (0) into another function
. Yet, to comply with algebraic usage, one had to see it as a family, {a}a∈A, namely
one had to disregard the above “intuitive” distinction. This did not occur till [16]. To
avoid some other 80-year delay, it is wise to kill both the notation and the words
concerning families.
(As most textbooks, e.g. [5] in 0.2, deny any logical diPerence between functions
and families, one might believe that this distinction is a remnant from an earlier
“ink-theoretical” age: nowadays, one should safely interchange the synonyms. The au-
thor will send interested people a referee’s report claiming that families and functions
are diPerent notions. Such a referee was chosen by a recent major conference on
Algebra.)
1. Null sets and Z -spaces
1.0 De&nitions. Let X and A be two sets. Possibly; X can be a natural number n =
{0; : : : ; n−1}. Among the functions in AX ; we consider the constant ones. For a∈A = ∅;
we denote the one with value a by ka:
ka(x) = a; (1)
for all x∈X = ∅. Also; this always de-nes a constant generating function k :A → AX .
In fact; for X =∅ and A = ∅; there is only the trivial case ka =∅ and for A=∅; the case
k=∅. Notice that; the de-ning ability of (1) holds “trivially”; because of the restricted
quanti-cations involved.
We are using the notation k to recall the K used in Combinatory Logic [7] to denote
the corresponding combinator (functional operator) for constant generation. In a sense,
K is “half of all Mathematics”: together with just one other combinator, it can generate
all combinators by combinatory applications. In fact, such generated combinators are all
functional operators one needs for founding all ePective Mathematics from a functional
point of view, as shown by Chapter 4 of [7].
On AX consider a binary operation ◦ :AX × AX → AX (with in-x notation) and
assume it has a “right K-preserved unit”, viz. a function b :X → A with
M ◦ kb(x) = kM (x) (2)
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for all M :X → A and all x∈X , that also is a “K-restricted left unit”, viz.
b ◦ ka = ka (3)
for all a∈A, and satis-es a “K-restricted associativity”,
(M ◦ L) ◦ ka = M ◦ (L ◦ ka); (4)
for all L;M :X → A and all a∈A. Then, we will say that ◦ and b de-ne an analytic
monoid of dimension X on A with the carrier AX . As Lemma 2:1 will show, (2) has
the meaning of a dimensionality axiom that generalizes the idea that a Kronecker delta
is diagonal.
The requirement that b :X → A implies that for an empty A one cannot have an
analytic monoid, unless X too is empty. In the latter case, the carrier is singleton,
whatever A may be, and it also is iP A is, whatever X may be. In any other case
(when the carrier has at least two elements), we—as usual—will say that the analytic
monoid is non trivial.
Notice that, as far as such set-theoretical cases are concerned, only the -rst, A =
X = ∅, is completely trivial and only it will allow us to skip de-nitions and proofs
concerning the corresponding analytic monoids: most trivial analytic monoids are not
trivial set-theoretically. In fact, even the null or empty dimension case, X=∅, determines
a single analytic monoid, the trivial one with carrier {∅}, that is on every set A, since
A∅={∅} whatever A is. Such details might also allow programmers of future universal
symbolic computation systems to write the proper instructions for cases of program
executions reaching such situations.
1.1 Recalled properties. We recall that
(Monoid) ◦ and b form a monoid on AX (proved in 1.7 of [18]);
(Localization) (M ◦ L)(x) = (M ◦ kL(x))(x); for all L;M :X → A and x∈X (proved
in 2.2 ibid.) and
(-deﬁnability)M ◦ ka = k(M◦ka)(y); for all M :X → A; a∈A and y∈X (proved in
1.7 ibid.).
1.2 De&nitions. We called the last property -de6nability; because it allows one to
de-ne a Menger  (see 2.2 of [19]); where  :A → AAX ; by a(M) = (M ◦ ka)(x) for
any x∈X = ∅ and for all M :X → A and a∈A. When X = ∅;  :A → AAX merely
becomes  :A → A1 and is de-ned by a(∅) = a for all a∈A and for all A = ∅; in
agreement with the last note of 1:0.
This de-nes an algebra of constant-arity operations a :AX → A indexed by the very
carrier, that in the null dimension case are all the (nullary) constants. When the analytic
monoid is the usual one of a (-nite-dimensional) vector space, a(M) is the image of
vector a under the endomorphism de-ned by matrix M , viz.  provides us the product
of a matrix times a vector. We see the vector a as a linear operation a and the matrix
M as its argument-valued function.
1.3 De&nitions. Let a∈A; Z ⊆ X and let Z ′ = X \ Z . Let RZ :AX → AZ denote the
restriction function such that RZ(M)=M ·iZ for all M :X → A. Then; we say that Z ′ is a
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null (co-ordinate) set of a; when there exists a :AZ → A such that a(M)=a(RZ(M))
for all such M ’s; namely
a = a · RZ ; (5)
which is the same as to require that; for all L;M :X → A;
RZ(M) = RZ(L) implies a(M) = a(L): (6)
As RZ is onto AZ ; there only is one a.
Now, we can de-ne the subset of A; [Z] = {a |Z ′ is a null set of a∈A}, that we
call the Z-(reference sub)space for our analytic monoid or of . Hence, (5) allows us
to de-ne a single  : [Z] → AAZ .
1.4 Corollaries. (a) ∅ is a null set of every a∈A.
(b) If Z ′ is a null set of every a∈A and the analytic monoid is nontrivial, then
Z ′ = ∅.
(c) Set X is a null set of a i3 a :AX → A is constant.
(d) In the last case, for every a∈ [∅]; a(M) = a for all M :X → A.
Proofs. (a) Trivial from (5): since RZ becomes the identity on AX ; one always takes
a = a.
(b) Let us show that Z = X . The nontriviality assumption implies that even A has
at least two elements. Then, for each x∈X , take L;M :X → A such that L(x) =M (x),
while L(y)=M (y) for all y = x. Hence, when a=b(x), from 1:2, we get a(M) = a(L)
by (2) and (1). Therefore, by (6) x∈Z for each x∈X ⊇ Z .
(c) (Only if) As Z =∅, in (5) RZ is single valued. Hence, a too has a single value.
(If) In (6) a(M) = a(L), whatever L and M be. Hence, Z = ∅ satis-es it.
(d) In the above (if), take L = b and use either 1:2 with X = ∅ or 1:2 with X = ∅,
(3) and (1).
1.5 Lemma. N :X → [Z] i3; for all L;M :X → A; RZ(M)=RZ(L) implies M◦N=L◦N .
Proof. When X =∅; AX is singleton and the statement is trivial. Then; consider X = ∅.
(Only if) For each x∈X , let us show that (M ◦ N )(x) = (L ◦ N )(x) for such an N .
By the localization equation in 1:1, this is to prove that
(M ◦ kN (x))(x) = (L ◦ kN (x))(x); (7)
which by (6) and 1:2 follows from a = N (x)∈ [Z].
(If) For each x∈X , one can reverse these implications, because (-deﬁnability) in
1:1 allows one to get (M ◦ kN (x))(y) = (L ◦ kN (x))(y), for all y∈X , from (7) by (1).
1.6 De&nitions. This lemma allows one to de-ne (and the next ones to call) the
Z-restriction of ◦ as the operation  : [Z]Z×[Z]Z → AZ such that; for all M;N :Z → [Z]
and z ∈Z = ∅;
(M  N )(z) = (M ′ ◦ kN (z))(z) whenever M ′ :X → A and RZ(M ′) = M:
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When Z = ∅; one trivially de-nes . We also call Z-restriction of ; the deferred
[Z]Z -restriction of ; namely the function  : [Z] → A[Z]Z ; such that; for all a∈ [Z] and
M :Z → [Z]; a(M) = a(M).
1.7 Lemmas. (a) For all M;N :Z → [Z] and all M ′; N ′ :X → A; M = RZ(M ′) and
N = RZ(N ′) imply that M  N = RZ(M ′ ◦ N ′).
(b) For all M ′ :X → [Z] and N ′ :X → A; M ′ ◦ N ′ :X → [Z].
(c) For all M;N :Z → [Z]; M  N :Z → [Z].
Proofs. (a) In fact; by the localization equation in 1:1; (M ′◦kN (z))(z)=(M ′◦kN ′(z))(z)=
(M ′ ◦ N ′)(z) for all z ∈Z .
(b) By 1:5, one can merely show that, for all J; L :X → A; RZ(J ) = RZ(L) implies
J ◦ (M ′ ◦ N ′) = L ◦ (M ′ ◦ N ′). By 1:5, this premise implies J ◦ M ′ = L ◦ M ′, since
M ′ :X → [Z]. Hence, (J ◦ M ′) ◦ N ′ = (L ◦ M ′) ◦ N ′ and by the associativity in 1:1
(monoid) we are through.
(c) In (b), take M ′ and N ′ such that M = RZ(M ′) and N = RZ(N ′), then use (a).
1.8 Theorem. The Z-restrictions  of ◦ and u= RZ(b) of b form an analytic monoid
of dimension Z on [Z]; that has ; the Z-restriction of ; as a Menger .
Proof. Since 1:7(c) shows that  : [Z]Z × [Z]Z → [Z]Z ; one only has to check (2)–(4)
when the dimension is Z . All such three axioms hold; because 1:7(a) allows one to
replace  for ◦ and because their quanti-cations are merely restricted. To check ; note
that the case Z=∅; that is the case X=∅ in 1:2; comes from 1:4(c) and (d). When Z = ∅;
note that by 1:6 and (5); for all a∈ [Z] and M :Z → [Z]; a(M) = a(M ′) with an M ′
such that M =RZ(M ′). Hence; by 1:2 and 1:7(a); a(M)=(M ′◦ka)(z)=(MRZ(ka))(z)
for every z ∈Z; namely; by 1:2;  is the Menger  of the new analytic monoid. This
also proves that  : [Z] → [Z][Z]Z by 1:7(c).
2. Null components and axes
2.0 De&nitions. Consider the Z-space of any singleton null set Z ′ ={x} for x∈X . We
denote it by x= [X − {x}] and; when a∈ x; we say that x is a null component of
a. Dually; we call z-axis the Z-space for the singleton Z = {z} and we denote it by
z = [{z}]. Hence; (6) becomes a∈ z iP; for all L;M :X → A;
M (z) = L(z) implies a(M) = a(L): (8)
As the next theorem will show, the x’s and z’s, respectively, are the coatoms
and atoms of the complete lattice that inclusion forms on Z-spaces as an isomorphic
image of the set-Boolean lattice on the subsets of X .
Also, axes allow one to de-ne a simple architecture: we say that a function D :X →
A is a diagonal matrix, when D(x)∈ x for all x∈X .
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For each x∈X , we call singleton x-projection the function px : A{x}|→ A such
that px(M) = M (x) for all M : {x} → A. For each x∈X; c∈A and M :X → A, we
also de-ne the replacement of c at x in M, [c=x]M :X → A, by
([c=x]M)(y) =
{
c when y = x;
M (y) otherwise;
(9)
for all y∈X .
2.1 Lemma. b is a diagonal matrix.
Proof. We have to show that each reference element lies in its axis; b(x)∈ x for all
x∈X . If one applies any y∈X to both sides of (2); then; for all M :X → A; one gets
b(x)(M) = M (x) by (1). Hence; a = b(x); Z = {x} and the projection a = px satisfy
(5).
2.2 Example. Let us check whether the analytic treatment is able to get some archi-
tecture for a class of matrices. Call scalar (matrix) a function S :X → A; when there
are elements d∈A such that; for all a∈A;
S ◦ ka = ka ◦ kd;
that by 1:2; one can rewrite as
a(S) = d(ka): (10)
For example; S=b always is a scalar; because of (2); (3) and (1) once we take d=b(x)
for x∈X . In general; by (10) and (3) all d’s for b are the solutions of d(ka) = a for
all a∈A.
In our familiar vector space of 0.3, (10) means that every such vector d determines
an eigenvalue c, c being the linear invariant of kd, such that S has all vectors a as
eigenvectors. Hence, one gets any S from the unit matrix by any multiplier c, since
its linear transformation is any dilatation. When S = b, c = 1 and the dilatation is the
identitical one, iA.
The universality of this notion of scalar (or dilatation) comes from using the analytic
monoid (or the endomorphism one). It matches the major theoretical roˆle scalars have
in vector spaces, where for instance the equivalence “up to a nonsingular dilatation”
allows one to reach projective spaces.
(Now, recall how conventional Linear Algebra builds a vector space: it starts from
a -eld of scalars c’s. Unfortunately, -elds are not universal total algebras and one
cannot make such an algebraic upward construction universal. Here, on the contrary,
from every based universal algebra one can always reach its scalars, since a multiplier
and a scalar matrix are indistinguishable under this geometric downward view.)
Then, we see that scalars are diagonal matrices. In fact, if S is a scalar, then by
(2) there is d∈A such that kS(x) = S ◦ kb(x) = kb(x) ◦ kd for each x∈X . Therefore,
for all M :X → A and some y∈Z , by (4) and (2) S(x)(M) = (M ◦ kS(x))(y) =
(M ◦ (kb(x) ◦ kd))(y) = ((M ◦ kb(x)) ◦ kd)(y) = (kM (x) ◦ kd)(y) = d(kM (x)), that by (8)
gets S(x)∈ x for all x∈X .
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As Lemma 2:1 concerns the unit scalar, it is a case of the statement we just proved.
Yet, its proof did not involve any d. Still, the set # of such d’s for the unit scalar can
have a stronger interest for application purposes than the general d’s can. In fact, in
our vector space, any [d0; d1; : : : ; dn−1] = d∈# has to determine the eigenvalue c = 1,
namely d has to be a normalized vector, lying in the unit plane:
∑
i∈n di = 1. This
implies that, given some M : n → A; d(M) =
∑
i∈n diM (i) belongs to the 6ock of M
for all d∈#, namely that it linearly interpolates the M (i)’s, e.g., see the lemma in
VII.7 of [1].
As one can analytically de-ne # = {d | d(ka) = a; a∈A}, such a notion of 6ock is
not peculiar to vector spaces: given any based algebra and any its matrix L :X → A,
the corresponding ;ock is $L={d(L) |d∈#}. One can have elementary interpolations
of discrete objects even when they are not vectors of a -nite vector space. Of course,
such elementary interpolations will be conspicuous only if their based algebra will,
exactly as we already know from vector spaces, where for instance the ones on GF(2)
have fairly dull 6ocks.
2.3 Theorem. For every non trivial analytic monoid of dimension X and all Z; V ⊆ X ;
Z ⊆ V iP [Z] ⊆ [V ]:
Proof. (Only if) Z ⊆ V allows one to de-ne another restriction function R′ :AV → AZ
as in 1:3. Hence; given any a∈ [Z] as in (5); one also gets a = ′a · RV by taking
′a = a · R′; namely a∈ [V ].
(If) For each z ∈Z , by 2:1 and (only if) b(z)∈ z ⊆ [Z] ⊆ [V ]. Hence, for all
M :X → A, since by (2), 1:2 and (1) M (z) = b(z)(M), by (5) M (z) = ′b(z)(M · iV ),
for some ′b(z) :A
V → A. Since A has at least two elements, given any M , consider L=
[c=z]M :X → A with c =M (z). Since ′b(z) is a function and M (z) =L(z); M ·iV =L·iV .
Then, there exists v∈V such that M (v) =L(v). Therefore, as the only such a v by (9)
is z, z ∈V .
2.4 Lemmas. (a) if x is a null component of a then; for all y∈X ;
a = a([b(y)=x]b): (11)
(b) If there is y∈X with y = x such that (11) holds, then x is a null component
of a.
Proofs. (a) When Z = X − {x}; RZ(b) = RZ([b(y)=x]b) for all y∈X . Hence; by (6)
a(b) = a([b(y)=x]b); where a(b) = a by (3) and (1).
(b) This premise implies that M=[b(y)=x]b :X → x, since, for all z = x; b(z)∈ z
by 2:1 and z ⊆ x by 2:3. Hence, by 1:7(b) and 1:2, a(M)∈ x and, as a=a(M),
a∈ x.
2.5 Theorem. The following decision table is able to 6nd whether any x∈X is a null
component of any a∈A or not.
(a) If the analytic monoid is trivial then x is a null component of a,
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(b) else, if X
(b1) is singleton, then x is a null component of a iP a is constant,
(b2) has at least two elements, then x is a null component of a iP (11) holds for
some y = x.
Proof. The cases; we are considering; exhaust all instances. Hence; we only have to
check each case. (a) directly comes from (5). (b1) comes from 1:4(c). (b2) comes
from 2:4(a) and (b).
2.6 E0ciency. Let us compare the computation load required by the above procedure
and the one required in a vector space. The main case is (b2); i.e.; when X has at least
two elements x and y; that requires to check (11). Hence; one only needs to compute
this single -operation. This might still look slightly heavier than checking whether a
given component in a vector is zero or not.
Yet, the latter procedure works in vector spaces only when one has the luck to
get the right reference system, as the familiar one in 0:3. If the vector-space data,
feeding a computation, come from the computation for a diPerent application, they
could well use diPerent reference systems and=or diPerent representations, as the polar
one. Then, our universal procedure still works and can be more e4cient than changing
the reference system or representation to check a zero. In this sense, our computation
load is uniform with respect to the choice of the algebra. This might hint designers
of algebraic computation systems that one can handle our inner features of data at a
universal level.
Seemingly, this uniformity is at odds with the variety of meanings of “x is a null
component of a”. When a is a partial schedule as in 0:4 (CPM–PERT networks), it
merely means that a does not schedule the “event” x, a statement perhaps as simple
as “the xth component of vector a is zero”. Again, when a is a word as in 0:4 (D0L
tables) and (words), it merely means that the letter x does not occur in a. On the
contrary, when a is a subset of states as in 0:4 (binary clocks), it is a fairly tricky
statement requiring some symmetry among the states in a. It corresponds to the com-
binatorial problem of simplifying the Boolean expression, de-ned by a, with respect
to unknown x.
2.7. Transalgebraic simulations. The trickiness; found in the Boolean case; goes along
with some practical interest. In addition to Switching Theory; it is relevant to Theoret-
ical Biology; as one can see from the ontogeny model in [12]; where sparseness and
Boolean null components; together with “attractors”; are the key notions. In that model
genes; not gates; undergo switching. Then; sparseness dependent properties of such “ge-
netical circuits” come from extensive simulations. The strength of this model lies in
the choice of mathematically well-de-ned objects; the matrices; within a well-de-ned
“universal space”; a based Boolean algebra.
Yet, whenever one models a complex organism, the very choice of the class of
models introduces a bias that one cannot remove by simulations within the class cho-
sen. For instance, that ontogeny model disregards the timing interactions among the
organism components and restricts their activation states to two. To remove such a
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kind of bias could require to devise completely diPerent models, with added costs and
di4culties of comparing their results.
Then, the ability to change the class of models by merely changing such a “universal
space” can be an e4cient way to tackle the problem, provided that one gets a new
“universal space” embodying the feature of interest, previously disregarded. When this
feature is timing, a small example of such a space changement is in 0.4: if one wants
to pass from directed graphs to their timed variant, the CPM–PERT networks, one
merely has to change the algebras, as referenced in that table.
Another case, relevant to the ontogeny model, could come from providing the “de-
layed circuits” (see [6]), or some subclass of them, with their “universal space”, i.e.
with an algebra where they work as matrices. In fact, such circuits allow the gates to
be both timed and many valued. Once one has found such an algebra, one should easily
reprogram and rerun the above simulations, because “attractors”, the other key notion
not universalized here, were already made universal, see the theory about innerspaces in
[16]. For an actual “transalgebraic” computation, concerning such attractors=innerspaces,
see [17].
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